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About this tutorial
From ProCalc 1.4 and later, force plate data became more integrated than in 
previous versions of ProCalc. The functions and calculation methods that were 
introduced enable the researcher to calculate spatial relationships between the 
position and orientation of the force vector, and other 3D entities such as 
trajectories.

This tutorial shows a potential use case for these features.
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Features covered in this tutorial
These new features were introduced in ProCalc 1.4 and are described in this 
tutorial:

The Center of Pressure (CoP) point for the force plate

The force vector

Calculating the shortest line between two other lines
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1.

2.

Example research questions
Postural research is often concerned with answering questions about a person's 
symmetry when standing, walking or performing other common movements. For 
example, it may be of interest to measure how asymmetric a person's standing 
posture is.

If the motion measurement lab has both a 3D Vicon system and one or more 
force plates, several useful calculations can be made.

This tutorial looks at the following measurements:

The position of the CoP compared to the position of the feet. Does the 
person lean more on one foot than the other?

The position of the ground reaction force vector compared to the pelvis inter-
ASIS line. Does the person lean forwards, backwards or sideways?
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Further uses of the new functionality
This tutorial demonstrates how you can use data from force plates to calculate 
static parameters, but the new functionality could also be used for dynamic 
variables (for example, if you are interested in the moment arms from the ground 
reaction force relative to a joint center), or to define events (for example, the 
peak force event).
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Defining the variables
To define the variables for the Vicon ProCalc force vector tutorial, follow these 
steps:

Load a suitable trial, page 7

Define the force vector as a line in ProCalc, page 8

Define the variables to which to compare the ForceLine1 variable, page 9

Define the lines to be used for the results, page 10

Define the line lengths, page 11
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Load a suitable trial
For this tutorial, you can use any static trial with a lower-body marker set where 
the subject stands on a force plate in a static pose.

If you do not have a suitable trial to hand, download the Vicon Nexus Sample 
Data from:

https://www.vicon.com/software/models-and-scripts/nexus-sample-data/?
section=downloads

Install the sample data.

Navigate to the session:

From there, load the Cal 01 static trial in ProCalc.
The following data is displayed in the 3D workspace:

https://www.vicon.com/software/models-and-scripts/nexus-sample-data/?section=downloads
https://www.vicon.com/software/models-and-scripts/nexus-sample-data/?section=downloads
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Define the force vector as a line in ProCalc
To define the force vector as a line in ProCalc:

Create a new Variable Scheme.

Add a new variable called ForceLine1 as shown below:

Observe that a line appears in the 3D workspace. This line can now be used 
for calculations.

Note that we could not use the force vector directly because ProCalc creates two 
new variables automatically when reading the force plate data from the C3D, 
namely a Point corresponding to the CoP, and a Vector corresponding to the 
direction and magnitude of the force vector (where the magnitude of the vector, 
in millimeters, corresponds to the force in Newtons, for example, an 800 N force 
is visualized as an 800 mm long force vector).

However, a vector in ProCalc does not have a fixed position in space, only a 
direction (this is the standard mathematical definition of a vector). A Line, on the 
other hand, is defined as having a direction and a position, and this is why we 
have to define the force vector as a line before we can do further calculations.
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Define the variables to which to compare the ForceLine1 
variable

Next, we define the variables to which we want to compare our ForceLine1 
variable.

The variables to which we want to compare the ForceLine1 variable are the two 
feet and the pelvis.

To define these variables:

Add a new variable called LeftFootLine using the function From point A to 
point B, and A=LHEE and B=LTOE.

Click Copy and Mirror to quickly define the equivalent line for the right side.

Add a new variable called ASISLine using the points LASI and RASI.

We have now defined all the lines we need for our further calculations, and we 
can proceed to the lines that we will use for our results.
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4.

Define the lines to be used for the results
Add a new variable called LeftFootLine_to_ForceLine1, and choose the Line 
function: The shortest line connecting line A and line B.

Choose A = ForceLine1 and B = LeftFootLine. 
The line connecting these two other lines is displayed in the 3D workspace.

Copy and Mirror to define the equivalent for the Right side.

Add a new variable called ASISLine_to_ForceLine1, equivalent to the above.
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Define the line lengths
Finally, we need to define the actual numbers we're interested in, which are the 
lengths of these lines:

Add a new variable called LeftFootLine_to_ForceLine1_Dist, choose function 
group Distance and the function Magnitude A. Choose Type = Line, then 
choose A = LeftFootLine_to_ForceLine1. 
This measures the distance between the CoP and the left foot's line.

Copy and Mirror to get the equivalent for the right side.

Add a new variable called ASISLine_to_ForceLine1_Dist in the same way, 
using the ASISLine_to_ForceLine1 variable.

The following variables are now defined:

Before continuing, remember to save the scheme.
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6.

Defining the parameters
Finally, we set up a Parameter Scheme to calculate the parameters we are 
actually interested in, which are the average values (or, depending on the 
research question, perhaps the maximum values) of the lengths we defined in 
the Variable Scheme.

In ProCalc, select the Parameters tab, and create a new scheme:

Add a new variable, named AverageFL1_LeftFootDistance.

Choose Function Average and Variable A [Event A, Event B].

Select A = Length -> LeftFootLine_to_ForceLine1_Dist.

Finally, select Input Events: A=FirstValidFrame, B=LastValidFrame.
The calculated value is displayed in the log.

Define the equivalent for the other distances in the Variable Scheme.

You can use the Copy and Mirror functions to quickly generate the right side 
but you will have to manually do the average ASISLine.
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1.

2.

As a final output variable, perhaps you're interested in the quotient of the left 
and right distances defined above? You can add this as follows:

Add a new parameter named LeftRightLean, Function Parameter -> 
Parameter A / Parameter B.

As Input Parameters, choose AverageFL1_LeftFootDistance and 
AverageFL1_RightFootDistance. 
This gives you a value which is higher than 1 if the force vector is closer to the 
right foot than the left.
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